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Charles .Wins Presidential 
Election; ·Breslin, Clayton 
In Other Posts; Vote Light 
Jim Charles amassed 298 votes in the election of Student 
Council officers held Thursday and Friday, May 5 and 6, to 
become the president of Xavier's 1949-50 Student Council, 
according to an announcement made by Milt Partridge, elec-
tion chairman. 
Considering the record estab-
lished the week before by the 
heavy voting, tl~e ballot boxes 
were relatively empty with only 
565 students taking advantage of 
their voting privilege. 
Leci Breslin, garnering 173 
votes, became the vice-president 
of Council, and George Clayton, 
the third senior on the ballot, 
became treasurer of the group 
with 94 votes. 
John Hiltz, the fourth senior 
representative, was not eligible 
for office because of the con-
stitutional ruling barring the 
president of the senior class from 
being president of council too. 
This completes . the spring elec-
tions and fills all vacancies on 
next year's council with the ex-
ception of next year's freshman 
class. The first year students will 
elect in October. 
Party With May 
Day_ Theme 
Held For Dorm 
Campus Con1mittee Ends 
Succ~ssful Year 
The. Campus Committee ended 
a very successful year Tuesday, 
May 3, with a dorm party at-
tended by nearly 350 dorm stu-
dents and their dates, according 
to Jack O'Leary, chairman. 
In the final meeting of the 
committee, Rev. Lester A. Linz 
S.J., faculty moderator, praised 
the members· individually and as 
a group for the splendid work 
done during the past year. 
Cited as outstanding. among the 
work of the committee were the 
M B 
transportation provided for dorm 
asque anquet students to dances at Mt. St. 
0 T S d 
Joseph and the Xavier basketball 
n ap atur ay games at Cincinnati Garden, and 
Arrangements have been com- the movies held in South Hall 
pleted for the Masque Society's Auditorium. 
banquet which will be held· Sat- ·-· Fr; Linz told the committee 
urday evening, May 14 at the members that their work had 
Maket.ewah country club, accord- been successful not only from ·his 
ing to John Hinkler and Bob Mc- point of view, but also because 
Graw, co-chairmen. it contributed to Xavier by aug-
Following the dinner a financial menting the recreation of the 
report for the year will be given out-of-town students in an un-
and election of next year's of- precedented way. 
ficers will take place. For the dance, decorations fol-
Victor L. Dial, who completes lowed a May theme with three 
his first year as director of the May poles with streamers flow-
group, will disclose plans. for a ing off to edge the crepe paper 
summer production which are lattice work surrounding the 
now underway. The play, a com- dance floor. Music was by the 
edy with a male lead, if presented, "College Debonaires,'i dance 
will be given during the last week orchestra composed of Xavier 
of the initial summer session. students. · 
Sagmaster S~lecte_d To Speal' 
Before Newsmen At Banquet.· 
Keys To Be Awarded ' 
At Alms Dinner May 26 
Members of the staff of the 
News and guests will hear Joseph 
Sagmaster, associate editor of the 
Cincinnati Times-Star, give the 
principle address at the News an-
nual banquet, Tuesday, May 24 
at 6:30 p.m. at the -Alms hotel. 
Sagmaster, editorial writer for • 
the Times-Star, is a graduate of 
the University of Cincinnati and 
won the Rhodes scholarship to 
Oxford University, England, in 
1920. Last year he made an ex-
tensive tour of Europe observing 
the war devastated areas. 
Keys will be award!!d to the 
following members: Sports staff, 
Jim Rasfeld, Frank Sommer-
kamp, Jack Schroeder, Ray Sul-
livan, George Jutze. Business 
staff; Pat Klatte, Ralph Holl-
Joseph Sa1master 
. nieyer, Ralph Schildmeyer, news 
staff; Jim Schottelkotte, Jerry 
Massa, Tom Gallagher, Tim 
D 0 w d, Dick Hartigan, Walt staff; Pat Gleeson, and· Bob 
Vester• George Lampe, .John Schlanser. 
Cade, Len Supple, John Connelly, Staff appointments for the new 
Mary Rennekamp, Mary Michel- year will be disclosed at the buf-
10n, Pat Fisher. Photo1raphy fet dinner. 
SENIOR BALL READY 
-------- Art Hayes Orchestra To Provide Music 
President On Air 
WCPO's Sunday morning pro-
gram at 10:15 a.m. featuring 
Xavier University will present 
the Very Rev. Celestin J. 
Steiner, S.J., who will be inter-
viewed by Warren Dentler, 
news editor of the station. 
This is the 4th in a series of 
"Xavier Presents" programs 
over the Cincinnati station, 
during which the XU develop-
ment program will be featured. 
Eight X Men 
See Hogan 
Leave Office 
Eight Xavier students, inciud-
ing the retiring national Presi-
dent, Charles Hogan, returned to 
campus this week from the four 
day annual Congress of the Na-
tional Federation of Catholic 
College students, held at the 
Congress Hotel in Chicago. 
Included in the Xavier con-
tingent, besides Hogan w e r e 
Jerry Conrey, retiring regional 
president; Larry Keller, senior 
delegate; Ray Schlichte, junior 
delegate; and observers, Larry 
Kane, John Brosnan, Dave· Mont-
aigne and John Vogel. The latter 
is the' regional vice-president for 
the coming year. 
New President 
The new national president, 
succeeding Hogan, is Thomas A. 
Brickley of St. Vincent college, 
Latrobe, Pa. Hogan, who con-
ducted this year's entire congress 
until the last session, said he left 
the office with mixed emotions. 
He told how the position had 
made great demands on his time 
and energy, and the responsi.:. 
bility of being the official voice 
of over 225,000 Catholic students 
was a weighty one. 
But Hogan added he deeply 
regreted that he would be losing 
contact with so many friends that 
he had made and that be would 
no longer have . the opportunity 
to work so closely with such out-
standing Catholic student leaders. 
Conrey Defeated 
Jerry Conrey, this year's re-
gional president was nominated 
for his position of First Vice-
President of the NFCCS by Iowa. 
Frank Merriman of Boston Col-
lege, who is the president of the 
New England region, gave his 
nomination address. In a close 
election which had to be run off 
twice before anyone secured a 
majority, Conrey lost out to 
Richard Murphy, senior delegate 
from Canisus college in New 
York. 
Peter Kuntz of the University 
(Continued on Page 8) 
For Graduating Class At Dance Friday 
Senior Ball committeemen ready plans. Shown are (L. to R.): 
Ike Gorman, Bill Pender, Art Ney, Dick Kelly, Paul Oberlin, and 
.John Costello. -Photo by KeUe'I" 
A colorful evening's entertainment will feature the last 
social gathering of the class of 1949 at their Senior Ball set 
for this Friday at the Gibson hotel's Roof Garden. 
Art Hayes and his orchestra, a newcomer in the Queen 
City area, has been engaged for the dance, which will begin 
at 9 p.m. 
Tickets priced at $3.50 per cou-
ple are still available at the booth 
erected outside of South Hall or 
from any of the senior commit-
teemen. 
Semi-Formal 
To enable! all seniors and up-
perclassmen to attend the affail', 




As the Graduate Division nears 
the close of its third year. in ex-
istence, the Director's report 
shows an increased strength in 
offerings, students faculty activ-
ity, and innovations. 
From an initial offering in the 
summer of 1946 of 17 courses in 
five fields, the number of courses 
has increased until this summer 
40 courses will be offered in sev-
en fields of graduate study. 
Enrollment has increased from 
slightly over 100 in the first year 
to the present 300 now enrolled. 
Faculty organizations have par-
ticipated in the Ohio College As-
sociation, UNESCO coferences 
and other noteworthy activitites. 
The Division has offered two 
innovations this year, the op-
portunity for graduate study 
evenings, and the Workshop in 
Play Production planned for the 
coming summer session. 
New Councilmen 
Are All Non-Vets 
Partial proof that Xavier is re-
verting to a non-veteran student 
status again was observed last 
week when all new Councilmen 
elected ' in the recent Student 
Council election turned out to be 
strictly formal, has been made 
semi-formal by the Ball com-
mittee. Bids for the dance are 
being accepted this weclt for un-
derclassmen. 
Invitations have been sent to 
those seniors who graduated last 
August and February and from 
the response of those graduates 
and undergraduates over 200 cou-
ples are expected to be present 
at the Ball. 
Committeemen 
Serving with Dick Kelly, chair-
man of the committee are the 
following seniors: Carol Helmers, 
Bob Pender, Art Ney, Bill Cos-
tello, Ike German, John Buse, 
Bob Conway, Joe Bach, Bill Si-
mon, Bobby Murphy, Dick Cul-
len, Paul Oberlin, Tom Brennan, 
and Milton Partridge. 
Honors A.B. Course 
Accepts Recruits 
Twenty-seven candidates have 
been accepted for the Honors A. 
B. program for the academic year 
'49 and '50. The Rev. Wm. P. 
Hetherington, S.J., director of the 
course, has again assembled an 
aggregation of students who's I. 
Q. is about 100 when based on the 
Henmon-Nelson test as most of 
these were. 
The intellectuals hail frorrf'var-
ious parts of the mid-west and 
have averages which are well up 
in the 90's varying from 90.5 to 
98. The top man from each high 
school represented will be in this 
group. These six are: George 
Miltz, Cincinnati St. Xavier; John 
Rooney, Chicago Loyola; Maurice 
Moore, Chicago• Loyola; William 
Rock, Cleveland St. Ignatius; 
Daniel Solon, Campion; and Ray-
mond Wysochi, Detroit h i g h 
school. 
Prof To Marry 
---------------... non-vets: The two new ex-officio Ray C. Pater, Jr. instructor of 
English, will be married May 28 
to Miss Ann Hobson at Our 
Mother of Sorrows Church, Rose-
lawn. 
NEWS CLOSES SHOP members however are veterans. 
Next week's Issue of the News Although this may have just been 
will be the last for the year. a coincidence, it is indicative of 
The Issue wlll feature the Year the tr.end back to an era of non-
In Review by retlrlns editor veteran students. According to 
Dlek Henkel, and a feature of the Registrar's records, the great-
Xavier's future development er portion of the veteran students 
plan1. will have completed their training 
in1 by the aprin1 of 1950. 
Miss Hobson attended the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati. Mr. Pater 
took his bachelor's degree here in 
1947 and his masters degree in 
1948. 
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e The End Is Near 
THE last few weeks of class before the commencement of summer vacation is bearing down upon us. Already the 
warm weather has had its effect. We have grown distasteful 
of the classroom now that spring fever has gained its yearly 
grip. 
Not only that, adding to the distractions, May is well 
filled with off-campus social life. Activities like the Senior 
Ball this week and the Clef Club concert and dance next 
week are only two of the campus sponsored social arrange-
ments. Numerous other week-end programs are ready to un-
fold now that man is back in the great outdoors. 
In spite of all this we cannot overlook the fact that within 
15 days the final examinations are due. Not a very pleasing 
thought all of us agree. Some of us are apt to forget it or just 
let the last two weeks meander by without attention. This is 
the time to review for the final testing that begins on the 
28th. The weather is warm and the time is ripe. You may have 
cause to regret it when the final grade marks come through 
the mails. 
It isn't scholarship, it isn't polish, 11or is it pe11dantry tvhicli 
counts in the big concerns of life. Rather, it is vision, insight, and 
heart. The greatest have always been the simplest a11d it is from 
among the poor that our finest guidance comes. 
e Is Peace Possible? 




The Xavier delegation return-
ing from -ihe annual Congress of 
the NFCCS held in Chicago last 
week were united in their praise 
of the truly Catholic theme of the 
assembly and the spirit of unity 
and cooperation that prevailed. 
Jerry Conrey, this year's reg-
ional president, remarked, "the 
Catholic Action Panel impressed 
me very much for the stress on 
personal sanctification and ex-
ample must be present if we hope 
to achieve our goal. We must not 
stop with ourselves but seek and 
aid our fellow man . . . we must 
be mindful and become a living 
cell in the Mystical Body of 
Christ." 
Larry Keller, senior delegate, 
reiterated C o n r e y's thoughts, 
"The one thing that impressed me 
most was the spiritual foundation 
of the NFCCS and of the indi-
vidual students. Time and time 
again the idea of personal sane! 
tification was emphasized." 
"The convention indicated the 
potential unity which can exist 
with the co_operation of all Cath-
olic students," commented Ray 
Schlichte, junior delegate. The Talk A.round Campu.a 
SO THEY SAY 
By Fred NeU1biU 
Observers Larry Kane, John 
Brosnan, John Vogel and Dave 
Montaigne felt, as the official 
delegates, that the atmosphere of 
the Congress was inspiring and 
regarded it an honor at being able 
to participate. • Coming News Banquet Calls To Mind How Last Year's Was 
John Vogel, newly elected reg- Given A Jolt; Shrapnel Warning Issued But Don't Blame The 
ional vice-president, said that "it ROTC. 
would be wonderful if only a • • • • • 
part of the spirit that prevailed _at_ The impending banquet for· News staff members brings 
the Congress could spread among to mind last year's. Joe ,Garretson, Cincinnati Enquirer col-
all the students on our campus." umnist, was the main speaker, but to me the most interesting 
Schlichte Selected 
For' Ainerican' llay 
event of the evening occured just before he spoke. 
- Fr. Steiner (always referred to in this paper as "The Rev. 
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., president 
of Xavier University . . ." when at the banquet, jumped three 
first mentioned in a story, and feet when Father mentioned 
Raymond Schlichte, junior, has thereafter as plain "Fr. Steiner") "Kruse." 
been selected by the University w as al s 0 a Then Joe Garretson got up, 
to represent Xavier at the annual speaker. In his fumbled around for a while, fin-
l:'OR the past four years the world has been trying to make observance of "I Am An Amer- talk he attacked ally admitting that-ahem-bis 
C a world organization out of the United Nations. There ican Day" to be held Sunday af- in his own in- original speech dealt with the 
are two reasons to which its failure nl.ay be attributed: in the ternoon, May 15, in Washington imitable and newspaper background of some 
first place, it hasn't been united, and, secondly, there has Park. effective way famous scandals of the past 
been no world organization, since not all nations have been Established through an act of the policy of twenty years; He had to think up 
so far included. Congress and a proclamation by secular news- a whole new speech, which, incl-
~~~1L~:~A~~t~f FJ~o!~~·\~!::~~;~i~~~~;:i~~~~£~~1: ~~;~~~~:~: ,~~=~'.~:~~~~ ;~::~d~~r:; .il ::Er~~;-:~::;~::~:! 
less every nation in the world is a member of such an or- foreign-born who have been bands to the with high zest. 
ganization. And world peace will never come until that hap- naturalized during the last year exclusion of Fred Newbill "Feather" Dowd 
pens, particularly so if important countries are left out of j and the native-born who have worthwhile things, for instance a If you should happen to look 
membership. reached voting age. Xavier project he was backing. up in the sky over Xavier some 
The failure of the League of Nations and the refusal of Eric L. Schulte, general chair- At that time a fellow named day and see clouds of shrapnel 
the United States to join it officially exemplify and bear out man of the event, announced Kruse was gmbbing headlines flying overhead, do not jump to 
the previous statement. Can then the United Nations ever that Schlichte and a representa- for allegedly deserting his wife the conclusion that the ROTC 
hope to achieve any degree of success without the admission tive from the University of Cin- and family to take a jaunt with battery is shelling the school. It 
of Spain? ' cinnati were chosen to speak be-1 a waitress to California. One lady will probably turn out to be Tim 
'Ve concede that United States n1embership in any world 
1 
cause they had reached the age reporter for an afternoon daily "Feather touch" Dowd, the News 
orgaJ1ization is far more basic to peace and the success of l of 21 during the past year and I had published an exclusive front own feature editor, pounding out 
the organization than is Spanish parti~ipation. ~owever, that 1· because the administrations of l pa~e interview with the waitre~s, a story on one of our hapless 
fact should not detract from our seemg the importance of the two schools felt they were which-the other afternoon daily typewriters. Tim doesn't need 
Spanish membership in the concert of Europe and of the I fine examples of the type of promptly refuted in toto the next carbon paper-he just embosses 
world. · I citizen that makes :\merica grow. day. The lady reporter, a guest the bottom sheet. 
Practical considerations alone should convince us of the j Ch. T R • f M A d A I D • 
necessity of admitting her to the United Nations. She is bul-1 Imes 0 1ng Of aSS n nge US a1ly• 
wark against any nation's controlling the Meditteranean Sea, I Q 9 9 . T / 
and _also represents total opposHion to the sp~ead of Com- Class f 1 4 Donation 0 Be Accepted June 5 
mumsm. If ~or no oth~r reaso~ th~n these. Spa;n. shou1.d al~o l B,· George Lampe the chimes rallied about the time for last Home-Coming Day. 
~~~~e ~:~. mcluded m the s1gnmg of the North Atlantic The p~ople of Cincinnati listen- memory of the song. This years graduating class has 
. . . . reverently and the men of Xavier Now, through the efforts of the sponsored the installation of an 
Of course, opposition will always sprmg up to keep her I . Alumni, the chimes have been automatic ringing device, which 
out on the basis of Fascism, as though admittance either to bowed their heads at the Angelus brought home again to Xavier to it is hoped will be ready for op-
the United Nations or to the Peace Pact will mean a cpndon- and Call to Mass for 80 years as ring out the Angelus and call for eration ·by the end of this week. 
ing_ of ~ascism. If tha_t's true, then we've been giving the the histor~c Xavier Chimes rang Mass. A twenty-five note key- This automatic ringing device 
\~rh1te lily .t~ Commumsrp ~or the la~t four years. However, aut from the tower of st. Xavier, board equips the chimes to play will ring out the mass call and the 
b
smce Russt1a s dmemberdsh1~ m Cthe UN \yas nothantdhnevehr ha
1
ds, the old College church. traditional songs and hymns. Angelus, thus eliminating man-
een coi:s :ue as co~ onu:g ommumsm, w Y en s _ou ? I But when the College moved The total cost of purchasing ual attentic;m to these duties. 
the adm1tt1~g of S~am be m_f~rred_ as approval of Fascism. its Campus to the Evanston loca- and installing the new chimes 
To be cons1~tent, \\ e,must e1Ler keep both of them out or tion the chimes were quiet, still was $5500, including the price of A bronze plaque will be erected 
allow both m on an) peace plan. the gentle tones resounded in the the. automatic ringer. ~:::; t~=ll~~~~~= :ni::~~lkn~~~: 
· I hearts of Xavier men and the The alumni began its plans for edging their donation. Ceremonies 
It is not what we earn, but what we $0ve, that makes U$ rich. It tradition embodied itself in the their installation Inst year. The of this dedication will take place 
i.s not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us strong. It i.s song "Xavier Chimes". Even men idea met with such enthusiasm at the Baccalaureate exercises on 
not what we read, but what we remember, that make1 us uaefut. who had never actually heard that the work was completed in June 5. 
I• .. nr .. . , , ·~ 
··--- ----- -.;.·--£It 
., ... ~·, •.'""''''·. ---~~] ~._ .. _, __ ·- . . ·~. ·~ 
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Vester And Friedman Lead XU Presents Shows, Clef Cl1tb Concert 
P · S A W k h F S d Next Friday, 
number, "Annie's Cousin, Fan-
nie." The dance will continue 
until 1 a.m. 
rograms erve s or s op ·or tu ents Dance To Folloiv Tickets for the concert and dance can be secured from any 
Clef Club member, all of whom 
are wearing a blue clef to be 
easily recognizable. 
Pre1entations Are Media 
To Under1tand Xavier 
If you ever happen into the 
News office in Hinkle Hall and 
see 'two fellows staring glassy-
eyed into space, listening to a 
wire recorder and chewing off 
the tops of their respective copy-
pencils, don't become alarmed. 
· It's just Walt Vester and Gene 
Friedman, co-directors and writ-
ers of the "Xavier Presents 
Series" drumming up material 
for the next show. 
St. X Grads 
Both Cincinnati St. Xavier 
graduates of '46, Gene and Walt 
have hadled the weekly series 
with the utmost ·efficiency con-
sidering the trying conditions un-
der which the show is produced. 
Both boys do not confine their 
duties just to the radio show but 
are active in several other cam-
pus groups. Walt is the Art edi-
tor of both the M;usketeer '49er 




"XU Presents," radio programs directed by Gene Friedman 
(left) and Wink Vester (right) listen to professional advice from 
WKRC staffmen George Waslow and Gene Shepherd. 
the News staff, the United Fine ested in radio and radio work. 
Arts Fund committee, and col- In this capacity, the show has 
laborator. with Ruth Hemmert on provided an outlet for the talent 
WKRC's "Campus Roundup" pro- of over 50 students, which, over 
gram. a period of eight weeks, is quite 
Gene is Managing Editor of the an accomplishment for any two 
Musketeer '49er, a member of the persons to manage. 
News staff, X.O.M.M., Pershing Novel Entertainment 
Rifles, Masque Society, United The shows are· a media through 
Fine Arts Committee, and is which the radio audience of Cin-
Commanding Officer of the 2nd cinnati is able to get a better 
Battallion, Xavier's ROTC Field insight into what Xavier is doing 
Three Xavier students will di- Artillery. to promote the social and cultural 
rect activities of the Cincinnati interest of Greater Cincinnati and 
50 Students Catholic Colleges Family Rela-
tions Club as the result of an 
election Monday night at the ban-
quet of the group in the Evening 
College. The Very Rev. Celestin 
J. Steiner, S:J., was the principle 
speaker. 
Paul Bluemle, Springfield, 0., 
sophomore in business administra-
tion, was chosen president; Vin-
cent Dougherty, junior from 
Owensboro, Ky., re-elected secre-
tary, and Jeroine A. Wagner, 
Sidney, 0., pre-med junior, ap-
P o int e d discussion committee 
chairman. 
Prexr. Advises . 
"Be 1 i eve in yourself," Fr. 
Steiner advised the club mem-
bers, pointing out the possibilities 
which the Catholic collegian has 
for perfecting himself individual-
ly, his school, and his community. 
"You've got to believe in your-
self and dream," Xavier's presi-
dent declared, "or you will be 
just mediocre and contented, and 
never bring out all that God put 
in yoti." 
Practice Aims 
The Family Relations Club of-
fers the students of Greater Cin-
cinnati's four Catholic colleges 
the opportunity to \1practice all 
those things which are the aims 
of their education, Fr. Steiner 
said, adding that these include 
spiritual formation, public speak-
ing, preparation for family and 
community life-an integration of 
all subjects and activities. "If you 
really believe in yourself, you 
can do more than anyone else to 
vindicate the existence of our 
independent colleges," he as-
serted. 
Other new officers elected Mon-
day night include: Marion Glenn, 
Villa Madonna; Ruth Hummel, 
Mt. St. Joseph, and Alice Mitchell, 
OLC, vice-presidents representing 
their respective schools, and Mary 
Butler, Villa, treasurer. 
Tiie Drq Stare elGHlt to 
Za'Yl• Ualnnlt7. 




how Xavier serves its community. 
The idea of the program itself, It likewise provides novel enter-
as expressed by Gene, is not to tainment in the way of songs, 
put on the network a show that skits and variety numbers. 
is expected to rival a top-notch In the overall picture, Walt and 
commercial broadcast, but to pro- Gene, deserve a well earned 
vide a workshop of experience credit line for their energetic 
for those students who are inter- work. 
Resting Is More Restful 
When You Add Coca-Cola 
• Ask /or ii tilhtr WllJI ••• 6olh 
trad1-m11rlcs m111n 1111 samt thing. 
IOTTUD UNDll 4UTHOmY OP THI COCA·COl.A COMPANY IY 
TUB COCA-COLA BOTl'LING WOBKB COMPANY 
0 1949, The Coca-Cola Company 
The Clef Club songsters will 
take off on their annual Spring 
Concert next Friday evening, May 
20, at 8: 30 in the Hall of Mirrors 
under the direction of Mr. Frank-
lin Bens, and will warble, and 
harmonize the tunes of not so 
long ago until the added feature 
of the evening, a semi-formal 
corsageless dance, begins. 
A portion of the concert pro-
gram has been released. It will 
feature the entire ensemble sing-
ing such melodies as "Sit Down 
Servant," and "Dry Bones," as 
featured by Fred Waring's Glee 
Club. "The Riff Song," and the 
"Whiffenpoof Song" will also be 
offered. 
The concert will open with 
"Men of Xavier," and will term-
inate with the inclusion of all 
former Clef Club members in the 
singing of the "Xavier Chimes." 
The "Four-Get-Me-Nots," who 
have just finished several radio 
and television performances on 
local: stations, will also present 
their "Strolling Through The 
Park One Day," and "I Had A 
Dream, Dear." 
Immediately f o 11 o w i n g the 
concert Verne Wable and his 
orchestra will begin the dance 
music, and have arranged to in-
clude among their numbers of 
the evening their popular novelty 
Clef Club President Ed Diehl 
has announced that an invitation 
is extended to every student to 
attend the spring highlight. 
Tickets for the concert alone 
are priced at $1.00 per person; 
'the dance and concert tickets ,are 
priced at $3.00 per couple. 
Two History Profs 
May Leave Dept. 
Probability that two professors 
in the history department will 
leave at the completion of the 
present semester to take new 
·positions was learned by the 
News this week from an unof-
ficial source. 
Dr. James Moore and Mr. 
Frank Peters, the professo1·s in 
question, have been with the de-
partment since 1947. Mr. Peters 
is planning to assume new duties 
at a school in eastern Pennsyl-
vania. During the summer ses-
sions the Rev. Thomas Conry, 
S.J. and Dr. E. J. Goodman will 
instruct in the history depart-
ment and serve as visiting pro-
fessors. Dr. Goodman is a mem-
ber of the staff of the U.S. Naval 
Academy .. 
JOB FINDING COUNCIL 
A professional service designed to help you in seeking your 
first job. A proven vocational plan that a,ssists in: 
1. Determining a job objective 
2. Analizing personel qualifications and capacities 
3. Presenting qualifications in marketable :form through 
applications for employment, occupational resumes, 
brochures, personel interview 
4. Developing job leads and contacts 
5. Negotiating with prospective employers. 
SCIENTIFIC PLACEMENT SYSTEM 
ED RYAN, 318 KEITH BUILDING, MA. 8891 
(not an employment agency) 
Max's Presents 
The New Warm 
Weather Sport 
Shirt Hit! 
Clip this ad, lt is worth $1 on 
any purchase of $5 or more. 
th·e 
GAUCHO 
Here is the shirt that ls 
right on top of the style list 
this summer! Short-spread 
co 11 a r, knitted 
sleeve and waist 
bands. Soft 
combed cotton In 
the sharpest col.: 
or combinations 
you can imal'lne. 
SoUdil, Stripes, 
and Plaids. Get 
on the summer 






Don't forget "The Plaza" our 
expertly t a i 1 o r e d, double 
breasted, shawl collar white 
dinner jacket. Just $ZU5 
Summer weight tux trousen. 
Black or Midni&ht Blue. $1.95 
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''THE BIG GAME'' OF 
FICTION FAME LOOMS 
NET AND DIAMOND PLAYERS EACH 
HAVE MATCHES WITH CINCY BEARCATS 
By Jude Hii"s 
Xavier's baseball and tennis Town. 
squads delve into the heart of The Cincinnati scrap is also a 
their schedules today, tomorrow, return joust as high powered 
and early next week with both ·Cincy met Jeffre's men yester-
teams going against arch rival day. Thomas and Anderson star 
Cincinnati, and two other foes for the Bearcats netmen who 
each. have been winning consistently, 
Ned Wulk's diamond nine but their best players, freshmen 
draws fire as it entertains the Tony Trabert and Buddy Igel, 
Bearcats at the home lot this will be watching as frosh don't 
afternoon. Comparative score participate in U.C. varsity match-
ratings give X little hope as the es. X's better strength in the 
Ci n c y "ballgamers" whipped lower singles could make it an 
Miami 4-3 whereas the Redskins interesting affair. 
handily bowled over the Muskies 
in their two encounters. As in 
other sports, however, compari-
sions give way to the intense-
ness that springs from traditional 
rivalries, and the Xavier rooting 
contingent might well witness 
the. impossible today. Chucking 
assignment rests between Norb 
Burske and Don Kay with the 
big south-paw probably getting 
the nod. U.C. Coach Bud Bonar 
likely will put his hopes in Vic 
Gausmann, hard hitter, and Hans 
Heine, top pitcher of the Clifton 
Avenue set. 
On To Richmond! 
Monday, X will bus it down 
to Richmond, Ky. for a nine in-
ning stint with Eastern Kentucky. 
Little is known about the Ma-
roons although they annually 
play the bigwigs of the South-
eastern Conference. The second 
. contest with Cincinnati is on tap 
for Tuesday and will be played 
on the U.C. grounds. 
Wulk's chances of duplicating 
his coaching brothers', Kluska 
and Hirt, successes at the expense 
of U.C. depends on the continued 
hitting of Bill Hoffer, Bob 
Lisicky, and Jim Mason plus a 
tighening of the sieve-like de-
fensive works which have wreck-
ed several good pitching jobs this 
season. 
Best Combination 
The tennis crew with a so-so 
record to date is down for duty 
against Kentucky May 13, Louis-
ville May 16, and U.C. Wednes-
day May 18. Coach Jack Jeffre 
Jlas found his best combination 
in Jerry Fagel as no. 1 singles, 
Frank Milostan in the no. 2 slot, 
and freshman Dick Berning as 
racket wielder in the 3rd. post. 
Ted Wilke and John Krisko hold 
forth in the other single spots 
but Bob Mountel is pressing for 
a starting berth. 
Kentucky won last Saturday's 
match but the· X netters will be 
trying for a reversal similar to 
the one they pulled on Miami 
earlier in the season. 
Return Match 
The original Louisville set-to 
was rained out but the racketeers 
hope for fine weather and good 
fortune in their tussel at Derby 
CHESS-TERS TO 
HOLD MEETING 
The Chess Club will meet on 
Saturday, May 14, at the Cin-
cinnati Chess Club in the Mer-
cantile Library Building on Wal-
nut Street at 7: 30 p.m. Elections 
and presentation of the prize for 
the intramural tournament as 
well as making up next year's 
tournament schedule are on the 
agenda. 
Following the meeting a talk 
on the game will be given by 
Nickolas Gabor, secretary of the 
Cincinnati Chess Club, and a 
special tournament for those 
present. 
Plans For New 
Loop Stall As . 
No. One Mov~s 
Plans calling for Xavier's en-
trance into a new athletic con-
ference composed of other Ohio 
Universities of similar stature in 
athletic circles, appear to have 
stalled and nothing new has been 
reported since the original an-
nouncement four weeks ago. 
The purported conference is 
supposed to form from Toledo, 
John Ca'rroll, Youngstown, Kent 
State, Dayton, Baldwin Wallace, 
and XU. Al Stephan, Athletic 
Director, attended the first meet-
ing a month ago and nothing 
more has come of it. The new 
inside Ohio circuit is the brain 
child of a Dayton lawyer aiia 
at his request Stephan treked to 
Dayton to hear the original over-
tures. John Carrol and Youngs-
town sent representatives to the 
gathering. 
Simply because the Musketeers 
had an envoy there, does not 
mean Xavier is behind the move-
ment and no official Xavier com-
ment either pro or con has been 
released. 
Pointmaker 
One of the most consistent 
point-producers on the 'track 
team this year is lean junior Ben 
Allen. A 5-11 inch, 150 pound 
junior, Allen scores. regularly in 
his three specialties, the 100 and 
220-yard dashes and the broad 
jump. 
Allen, a 22-year-old army vet-
eran, attended Withrow high 
school, participating in cross-
country and track and being 
graduated in 1945. After 18 
months in Army Ordinance, Ben 
enrolled at Xavier of New Or-
leans where he attended one 
semester· and ran on the cinder 
squad of the sister school to the 
South. Allen transferred to Xa-
vier in the fall of 1947 and is 
now a junior pursuing a Bache-
lor of Science degree in Business 
Administration. Ben's ambition is 
to become a top notch account-
ant. 
XAVIER SPORTS 
UK, UC BEAT· 
X GOLF TEAM 
ON SA.ME DAY 
Next Monday afternoon, May 
16, Xavier's golf squad travels to 
Richmond, Kentucky, for a match 
with the Eastern sextet. The fol-
lowing Wednesday, they meet the 
University of Cincinnati Bear-
cats here in Cincy, on the Hyde 
Park links. That match wili be 
the third of the season between 
the 'Cats and the Musketers. 
MEET WITH. CINCINNATI 
TO DECIDE SUCCESS OF. 
1949 CINDER SQUAD 
Last Monday, in a three-way 
affair, the Batallion lost both to 
Kentucky and lJC at Maketewah 
Country Club. Xavier was lead-
ing Cincinnati by a full point and 
was only a half point behind Ken-
tucky through the first five 
flights, but George Evans of X 
ran into a streak of bad luck in 
the sixth, and failed to net a 
mark against the Bearcats, while 
gaining only half a point from 
Kentucky. The final tally showed 
UC 10, X B; and Kentucky 101h, 
x 7;2. 
Johnny Owens of Kentucky 
carded the best score of the day, 
when he shot a cool 69 for the 
eighteen holes. Mal McMullen 
was second best with a very nice 
71, while Craig Wright of UC re-
ceived third honors for his 72. 
George Evans, "the· man who 
broke 'the camel's back," shot the 
highest score of the day, an 84. 
HEAVIEST WEEK 
FOR XU TEAMS 
The heaviest week in Spring 
sports faces the Msuketeer teams 
this week. A total of 13 contests 
will be played by the XU athletic 
aggregations, of which eleven are 
on the road. 
Net Captain 
Believing in the old proverb, 
"A Stitch in Time Saves Nine", 
Xavier's tennis Captain Jerry 
Fagel lost no time in beginning 
his eventful tennis career. 
Upon reaching the age of 12, 
Jerry took up his tennis racquet 
and began swinging . . . where? 
Well not even he knew then. But 
within one year the determined 
racketeer won the Norwood In-
·vitational Tennis Tournament. 
Next, Jerry attended St. Xavier 
high 1 school and while there 
merited a trio of tennis mono-
grams. In '44 Fagel, then a senior, 
was chosen to represent X high 
in the Ohio State high school 
tennis tourney at Columbus. 
wielding a wicket racquet he 
earned his way into the semi-
finals before meeting his water-
loo. Now he modestly says, "I was 
Fri. May 13 Kentucky <Tl ............ Here lucky I got that far." 
Sat. May 14 Cincinnati (TR) ........ There 
Mon. May 16 E. Kentucky <Bl .... There After graduation Jerry entered 
Mon. May 16 E. Kentucky (G) ........ There th US N Th 
Mon. May 16 Loulsvllle <Tl ............ There e · . avy. ere he spent 14 
Tue. May 17 Cincinnati (Bl ............ There months most of the time being 
Tue. May 17 Wilmington (TR) .... There ' 
Wed. May 18 Cincinnati (GI ............ There stationed in San Francisco 
Wed. May 18 Cincinnati (T) ....... :. ... Here• However the se · d.d t 
Fri. May 20 Marshall (Bl ................ There ' rv1ce 1 no 
Fri. May 20 Marshall (G) ................ There hinder the 5'9" athlete's ability to 
Fri, May 20 Marshall (T) ................ There f ll h 
Fri. May 20 Dayton <:I"R> ................ There per orm we on t e clay courts. 
Legend: <Tl-Tennis; (Bl-Baseball; For now he is the holder of a pair 




The call for ·the freshman base-
ball squad was answered last 
week by. thirty-five aspirants, 
and after a :few days practice, the 
number was cut down to about 
fifteen by Coach Wulk and his 
able freshman mentor Tom Ball-
aban. 
Wulk, in turning the squad over 
team's captain. 
Nevertheless, he will not make 
tennis his career because the 22-
year-old net star has been ac-
cepted at the Loyola College of 
Dentistry in Chicago. There he 
will continue his studies this fall. 
Needless to say, Jerry will be 
quite busy at dentist school but 
believes he will find time to play 
a little tennis. 
Xavier Net Tea1n 
Bows To Wildcats 
to Ballaban made a wise choice It was the third loss in four 
in his decision. Tom starred for attempts for the Musketeer ten-
four years in high school and nis team last Saturday as they 
understands the workings of I\ dropped a 5 to 2 match to· the 
team. Now he is. able to put his Kentucky racqueteers on ·: the 
knowledge to work and gain ex- Bluegrass courts. 
perience in the start of his coach- In the singles, Frank Milostan, 
ing career by volunteering to who has performed outstandingly 
help out. well all year, was the only X 
Members of the team include man to score. Milostan, however, 
two pitchers, Jim Gibbons and was hard pressed to take the de-
Bill Schaeffer; catchers Paul ciding match. The scores were, 
Grilliot and Harold Brown; in- 3-6; 6-1 and 8-6. 
fielders Tom Frondorf, Bernie The Blue's other marker came 
Roeckers, Tom Muzzio and Bob as Captain Jerry Fagel ·and 
Vollman. The outfield posts are Charlie Woobe copped their 
held down by Bill Levi, Tom doubles, 6-4 and 6-2. 
Moehringer and Bernie Fitz- The summaries: 
pa trick. SINGLES 
The ll
'ttle Bl h Mllostan defeated Royle (Kl 3_8• 6_1; 
ues ave three 8-6. Fagel Jost to Tatum <Kl 6-1: 8-1. 
games on their schedule and were Seifert <K> defeated Berning 6-3: 8-2. 
Kennedy (Kl defeated Woobe 8-3'· 8-4. 
supposed to play the Dayton Moore (K) defeated Jefferson 8-li 8-3. 
freshmen as, the prelim to the oov&LES 
, Mllostan and Berning Jost to Royle 
varsity game but were rained and McGlnus, 4-B; 7-5 and 6-4. Fagel 
Out and Woobe defeated Tatum and Moore • 8-4 and 8-1. 
TRACK RECORD 
DISMAL SO FAR 
By Jack Schroeder 
Will Xavier's 1949 track cam-
paign be a success or not? That 
is the· question the Big Blue 
cinderfellas will answer this 
Saturday when they lock spikes 
with the University of Cincinnati. 
So far this season, the Muske- · 
teer thin-clads have been any-
thing but impressive (to date, they 
haven't ·even come close to win-
ning a meet) but all will be for-
gotten if they can make a good 
showing against Cincy. · . 
However, as the saying goes, 
"It's easier said than done," and 
on paper, the UC-ites are a pretty 
formidible looking lot. From 
their records, it would seem that 
the Blue won't stand a chance 
when the activiti~s get under way 
Saturday, but then that's the way 
it looked before the football game 
last fall, to say nothing ol the 
first basketball game with the 
"cross-towners." . 
Plenty Strong 
In at least six events, the Bear-
cats are particularly strong, hav-
ing first line men that have been 
practically unbeatable so far. 
Don Fischer has placed.first for 
the · 'Cats in the shot put event 
in all but one meet this season . 
His strongest contention from X 
will ·come at the hands of Tom 
Lindenschmidt and Joe Vormohr, 
neither of whom have been able 
to garner a first for the Blue as 
yet. 
Ben Allen, Xavier's best sprint-
er, will have no little trouble 
with Sy Stayman of UC, who won 
first place in both the 100 arid 
220-yard dashes against Butler 
last week. 
Jack Bittekofer, a center on the 
Bearcat football squad in the off-
season, is another of the Red and 
Black's stalwarts. Bittekofer has 
completely outshone the opposi-
tion thus far, winning the initial 
.spot in the discus event every 
time this season. 
Looks Bad 
Another "f i r st-in-all-meets-
man" is John Deren, who handles 
the broad jumping chores for the 
Cincinnatians, while his team-
mate, Bob MacVeigh, shows 
promise of becoming one of the 
best milers in this sectfon of the 
country. 
All in all, the Xaviers seem to 
be in for a busy afternoon, but 
with a few breaks, and a little 
support from the student body, 
the Bearcats may find themselves 
taking over full posession of the 
also-rans column when the last · 
event is written into the record 
book. 
Coach Ray Tilton, the hardest 
man on campus to see, pulled the 
age old "Frank Leahy" when 
asked about the team's chances 
for the rest of the campaign. He 
merely· stated that the team did-
n't look too good; other than 
that he had nothing to say. · 
EVENTS POSTPONED 
The varsity and freshman base-
ball games with Dayton last Mon-
day and the baseball game and 
track meet with Louisville laat 
Tuesday were postponed because 
of inclell}ent weather. No new 
date has yet been set for the Day-
ton games. The Louisville baseball 
game will be played in Louisville 
May 27. The track meet has been 
cancelled • 




e11eiesy. By Jim Keefe · 
0 M M E N TS Teams To Beat 
~~~~~~~~"~ 
Baseball coach Ned Wulk sure hit the nail on the head when he 
stated that softball was runing the baseball chances of young men 
of America. In an interview.in last Sunday's Enquirer the Wisconsin 
Wizard stated his philosophy on softball and its dang~rs to baseball. 
Wulk argued that young boys nowadays would rather go out and 
play softball, a girls' and old man's game, than grab a glove and 
engage in a good hardball game. . 
Continuing his argument that softball not' only hinders the 
mastering of baseball fundamentals by boys, i.e., fielding, sliding, 
etc., but also it harms their batting by throwing their timing off 
completely. Wulk points to the few players that reach the major 
leagues before the age of 28 as an example of the results of this 
conflict. Players waste four or five of their .'best baseball years in 
the minor· leagues learning fundamentals they should have mastered 
iQ high school and college. 
You are so right, Ned! It is a crying shame to go down to Crosley 
Field nowadays and watch some of the excuses for major league 
players try to perform some of the basic fundamentals of the na-
tional pastime. Some of those clowns getting small fortunes for 
salaries almost break a ·leg in a common hook slide or almost get 
beaned trying to lay down a sacrifice bunt. The situation in colleges 
·is even worse but you can't criticize .. the amateurs after watching 
the pros make jackasses out of themselves; Some of the sliding, 
bunting and fielding performances seen across the Parkway on the 
Xavier diamond seem calculated to keep Harold McKenna and the 
other medicos busy practicing their future profession. 
It seems sad but true that most of the young 'ballplayers to-
day spend less time in the sliding pits and batting cages and more 
time in pubs and on dates than did the youth of 20 years ago. 
• • • • • ~ 
Coaches are an odd lot. Right now the coaches at Xavier are 
having a race to see who can practice their teams the most. Coach 
Ed Kluska has his football team out in the fall and spring and any 
other time he can sneak in. Coach Bay Tilton bas his tracksters work 
out in the fall in preparation for spring competition. Coach Lew 
Hirt is the latest mentor to enter the race for running his team 
ragged. With aproximately five months of gruelling basketball prac-
tice just completed, Dirt is introducing the members of his varsity 
and freshman cage teams to something new. You guessed it-spring 
basketball drills. The returnees to last year's fine varsity and frosh 
clubs will work out together for a two week period to work out the 
kinks that haven't bad a chance to form yet. Nothing like being a 
one sport man. Your coach nowadays makes plans for 12 months of 
your time each year. . •. . . . 
The Musketeer Club is certainly going all out to prove that it 
is backing Xavier sports. The banquet it threw for the football team 
last1Wednesday went over big with everyone .concerned. Presented 
for the gridders for their performances in the intrasquad game the 
buffet style dinner accomplished something few banquets do-satisfy 
the appetites of sixty or so football players. After second or third 
helpings of turkey, ham, chicken croquets, spaghetti and meatballs 
and all the trimmings, even the boys with the big eyes and stomachs 
to match were forced to call it quits. Also highlighting the banquet 
was the shortest after dinner speaking program heard in ages. Four 
persons (Al Stephan, Dave Grote, Ray Stackhouse and Ed Kluska) 
spoke only ten minutes altogether. Hurrah! 
• • • • • 
The greatest accumulation of inferior complexes on the campus 
may be found included In the roster of the track team. The boys in 
the spiked shoes go into each meet with the attitude: I wonder bow 
bad we'll lose this one. An indication of what we mean is the wal-
loping they received in the first meet of the season. Miami 113, Day-
ton 30 and Xavier"9" points. ·· -
What is the cause for this not-as-good-as-thou attitude? Coach 
Bay Tilton's pore little boys are forced to practice on the worst 
track in the city. Bolled once and forgotten, the track around the 
practice field must at least be given credit for variety. For ten yards 
the track is composed of clinkers the size of basketballs, the next 
stretch is covered with clay, the next with water, the next dug up 
by baseball and football cleats, the next is soft, and so on. 
SPORT SHORTS 
Pat Fehring has hopes of being 
an F. B. I. agent af,ter graduating. 
He is getting in a little ta~get 
practice as a member of the rifle 
team. 
Bob Buresh won all-conference 
football honors in his home town 
of Berwyn, Illinois, and works 
there in the summer months as 
a lifeguard. 
Tom B o h a n no n, sophomore 
quarterback, won eight letters at 
Flaget Hi in Louisville, and cap-
tained the basketball squad in his 
senior year there. 
TAX STAMPS WANTED 
Now is the time for all good 
men to 1ather ever1 available 
Ohio State sales tax stamp and 
turn them In to Mrs. Thinnes 
at the switchboard In Hinkle 
Rall, or deposit them In the~ 
NEWS mall boxes. These 
1tamps are used for the up-
keep and maintenance of the 
Jesuit home, Hinkle Ball, and 
its grounds. 
After practicing all week on a track that. makes running as 
easy as racing in the sand with snowshoes, the track team is sup- ============= 
posed to give a decent performance. Tell me another joke. 
MUSKETEER BATTING AVERAGES· 
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Band ~o Hold Banquet 'LaughingBoy' 
Follow1ng Year's Show 
Members of the University band Jack Davis Is 
will hold the first annual banquet 
in their history Sunday, May 22, w lk' H l 
at 6 p'.m. in the Union Building, . U S e per 
according to Paul Peter Thie- . . 
mann, band president. Congenial assistant to Coach 
Mr. Gilbert Maringer, band di- Ned Wulk is John "Jack" Davis. 
rector, has arranged an after din- Jack is 27 years old, stands 6-1, 
ner program. and weighs 240 pounds. He is 
McCoy Is Prexy 
Of UN Association 
married and resides near the 
campus with his wife arid two 
children. 
1-=:.:::."-- . 
1 Mahley & Carew 
Store Hours: I 0 O'Clock to 5:30 P. M. 
Every Day of the Week 
11.11 seen in 
Seventeen 
~lagazine 
J eannies Out ol tlie 1V est 
These authentic cowgirl jeans are made of 
8-ounce blue cotton denim, Sanforized labeled 
to assure you less than I% shrinkage. They're 
cut to fit just right - with zip side opening. 
Copper-riveted and double-stitched with heavy 
orange thread. For the pigtail crowd, sizes 
7 to I~ ••• for teen-agers, I 0 to 16-2.98 
Ha•ley'• Tee• Sbep 1 Fifth Floor 
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Alley And lsl!fnd ••• 
By .4.l Mo1er 
About a month ago I took a trip to Pensacola. In the group was 
a fellow name of Cowley:-Paul Cowley. A disc jockey, and a very 
nice guy. Well, I got back ·to campus and started to tell some of the 
Joes around here who all was on the trip. "Jim Gaylord, Special 
Events Director of WLW; E. K. Bauer, Program Director of WSAI; 
Paul Cowley, Disc Jockey of WNOP; Arth ... " "Cowley!", they say, 
"do you know him?" So all of a sudden I find out I'm a celebrity 
because I'm a friend of this Cowley. I find out that he's not only the 
most popular disc jockey with the guys on this campus, but he's also 
one of the most popular jocks in the whole doggone area. So I figure 
I'd better give out with some of the stuff I know about him. · 
• • • 
First of all, I guess most of you 
know that Cowley is the youngest 
disc jockey around these parts. 
He's 21, and has been in radio 
just a couple of years. He had a 
jockey job once before-in Wil-
liamson, W. Va., where he mixed 
popular music with hillbilly. The 
station officials at Williamson 
didn't think Paul Cowley was a 
very glamorous name, so they 
changed it to "Michael Randolph". 
Most of the natives West Virginia-
ized his first name to "Mackle." 
The lone, platter-spinning oc-
cupant of "Cowley's Alley" went 
to school at Schuster Martin and 
at both the Conservatory and 
College of Music. His style is 
completely original. His favorite 
record twirler is a night-time jock 
on another station. 
Paul is completely enraptured 
with his work. He'll tell you that 
there's nothing he'd rather do 
than be a disc jockey, and out of 
Disc Jockey Cowley 
the corner of his mouth he'll say 
his only ambition is to get more 
listeners with a "Cowley, you 
fool," thrown in. 
• • • 
Cowley-on-the-air and Cowley-off-the-air are both exception-
ally likeable people, but with widely differing personalities. Behind 
the mike, the "Village Idiot" is a scatter-brained, ... irresponsible, 
happy-go-lucky guy whose only idea is to give his listeners a rousing 
good time. He's a screwball. But meet him outside-at a party, or. on 
the street, or on a trip to Pensacola-he's an intelligent, pleasant-
voiced young fellow-still with the right crack at the right time, 
but at the same time giving the impression that he has a lot besides 
record labels under that scalp of his. 
I haven't given out with a "Bravo" for a long time, so here's a 
lusty one in the direction of the Paul Cowley Show and Cowley's 
Alley, on -WNOP at l.0:30 and 3:00 respectively every weekday. If 
you haven't spun your dial towards '740 lately, try it, huh? 
• • • 
While I'm tossing these bou-
quets around, I'd like a big, fra-
grant one to go to the officials of 
Coney Island. The park itself, in 
beauty and cleanliness, is abso-
lutely the finest in the country. 
That's not opinion, it's fact. The 
swimming pool and surrounding 
area are tops-a swimmer's or 
sun bather's dream-and Moon-
light Gardens, on a warm, breezy 
night, with the green lights 
swimming across the lake, and a 
good band on the stand, is one of 
the most romantic spots this 
kid's ever seen. I say "Bully for 
you, too, Coney folks." 
A gossip is a person who talks 
to you about others; a b~re is 
one who talks to you about him-
self; a .brilliant conversationalist 
is one who talks to you about 
yourself. -The Strand 
Jesuit Student Cops Scholarship 
PERRY COMO .PRESENTS SCHOLARSIDP 
l'em Como (left center), etu of the cbuterfielcl Supper· Club, '.prllftte a four·1•er 
aeholanbip to Joseph Geraci, wulnsracluate at C..U.iue Colle ... 'l'lde le t!ie eecolld JtM 
Perey hu eunir In th9 annual concert 1Po111ond ":r Uae Bomulu Club of B.utralo to relle 
thia echolarahlp fulld, Jotepla S. Dolce of th9 Roaiulu Cliab pd Fatlan'l'lmo- DIDeeD, 




O'Brien Elected Debate 
President; Ba~quet Set 
Paul O'Brien was elected presi-
dent of the Philopedian Debat-
ing Society at the meeting of that 
group this week. 
Chemistry Club 
To Have Picnic 
At Local Park .. 
By George Re1ing Other officers were: Vice- The Alchemysts Club elected 
officers at a recent election ·and 
mapped their plans for the re-
mainder of the year, according to 
an announcement by Dr. John F. 
Nobis, faculty moderator. 
The recent Pershing Rifles in- President, Jerome Conrey; Re-
itiation featured the reception of cording Secretary, Bill Parsley; 
four honorary and 26 regular Corresponding· Secretary, Art 
pledges into the ranks of this Reid; Treasurer, Tom McCoy 
national military society. A Chairman of debates, Larry Kane. 
group of over a hunrded, con-' The annual debating club ban-
sisting of members and Army quet will be held this Saturday 
p e r s 0 n n e 11 and their d~tes evening. 
The officers for the coming 
year include Albert Sera, presi-
dent; Edsel Barker, vice-presi-
dent; John Monroe, secretary; 
Paul Budde, treasurer and James 
Gallagher, social committee chair-
gathered in the Armory for the 
formal affair. The pledges ac-
cepted have undergone training Philosophy of Math 
for a 12 week period and were 
carefully selected from a larger 
group of applicants. Honorary 
pledges received into the organi-
zation were: Mr. J. H. Albers, 
Capt. ·James Adu, and Sergeants 
Albert Dail and Paul Hoskins. 
Regular pledges accepted were 
as follows: Hess, Aug, Vollman, 
Finan, Bergman, Cushing, Coule-
han, S i 1 e s, Mosier, Mountel, 
Shields, Schmidt, Roth, Wehr-
meyer, Moorwessel, Macke, Wat-
son, Conley, Sexton, Schlanser, 
Thole, Werk, Niedhamer, Car-
man. 
roll, Kistner, and Wilton. 
Dunn Inspects 
Colonel Sidney F. Dunn, pro-
fessor of Military Science and 
Taetics announced that the an-
Course to be Given A meeting will be held in Sci-
ence Hall, Rm. 108, at 8 p.m. May 
One of the courses being given 13. A discussion on a new devel-
in the summer session of the opment in chemistry will high-
Graduate Division offers an un- light the evening.· 
usual opportunity to teachers of The final event of the year for 
mathematics. It is "Philosophy of the Alchemysts will be a picnic; 
Mathematics" offered by Dr. to be held in Sharon Woods on 
Herbert T. Schwartz. · May 26. All members are invited 
to meet in front· of Hinkle Hall 
at 11 a.m. where transportation 
will be provided to the site. 
Metaphysical solutions, touch-
ing on such questions as the na-
ture of "number" and "logical 
class," will be discussed in this -------------
seminar class. Discussions will be 
based on assigned readings in 
contemporary mathematical phi-
losophy supplemented by relevant 
readings in Aristotle and St. 
Thomas. 
Stude~ts are requeste4 to 
brinl' their used sales tas 
stamps to the switchboard In 
Hinkle Ball for the benefit of 
the Society ~f .Jesus. 
nual inspection was a success and ,_ _____________________ ....;..;;;;....;~ 
one of the members of the in-
specting team said "The tech-
nique of the review was perfect." 
The Colonel was also compli-
mented on the military courtesy 
displayed by the cadets and the 
neatness with which the uniform 
was worn. 
Awards Soon 
The arinual _presentation of 
awards for outstanding profi-
ciency in Military Science are to 
be made soon. There are six 
awards for individual merit. In 
the advanced course, for the out-
standing cadet in the second year, 
the Reserve Officer's Association 
of Cincinnati (R.O.A.) presents 
a gold medal and also in the first 
year advanced this organization 
presents a bronze medal to a 
m'eritorious man. In the basic 
course, second year, the Ameri-
can Legion Luncheon Club pre-
sents a scholarship award of $25 
and the RO.A. presents a bronze 
medal to the most proficient ca-
det. 
Other Merits 
In the first year basic The 
Military .Orders of World Wars 
presents a gold medal to the ca-
det of the year and the R.O.A. 
presents a bronze medal to __ the 
cadet with the highest scholastic 
standing. 
The Efficiency Pennant will 
also be presented at this ~ime to 
the battery which has been out-
standing during· the Corps form-
ations each Friday. Headquarters, 
First Battalion was designated as 
the best during the Annual In-
spection but this does not cinch 
the pennant. The Dr. Joseph T. 
Clear rifle trophi~ will also be 
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Handsomely Detailed 
SPORT SHIRTS 
In New ~'Boulder Tones" 
5.95' each 
Brentwood brings you a new smart style 
note in sport shirts. Just imagine the rich 
deep colors of the Rockies and the pale 
tints of ice-age ·boulders in sport shirts! · 
What could be more naturally good look-
ing for leisure and the outdoors. The 
fabric is a fine spyn rayon, fully wash-
able, to wear all year around. And you'll 
find many extra touches of quality detail-
ing in the smooth lay-low cqilar, the 
sleeves and th.-e action-pleated back. . 
Men's Shop, Fint Floor 
ALMS 6- DOEPKE 
Gallivantin' 
By /rdie Geeks 
HERE AND THERE:-M is s 
Edith MacVeigh, our librarian, is 
going to attend a convention of 
the Federated Alumnae, Colleges 
and Convents of the Sacred 
Heart, which will be held in 
Philadelphia, May 13 to 15. . . 
. The bowling season is over for 
X.U.E.C. For the Tuesday night-
ers, Bob Borchers' team came out 
first, Baroid Grome's was second, 
Lou Grome's was third, and Lee 
Wlmmers' team was last. Lee had 
the highest average of the boys, 
while Del Cappel took honors for 
the girls. Of the Wednesday 
"Ladies" night, Pat Fisher had 
the highest average. The scores of 
the recent headpin tournament 
have not been disclosed ... What's 
this about Carol Gaudio falling 
down the Union House steps, and 
disturbing all the Elet Hall dorm 
students? Lucille Rising· had a 
little trouble of her own deciding 
just which way the bowling ball 
should be thrown. They always 
told me it was· frontwards . . . 
Jeanne Dossman was one of the 
attendants at the May Day pro-
cession ... Bob Kreimer, we were 
told, stayed up till the wee hours 
of ·the morning writing a term 
paper ... Detta Elbie and Eileen 
Bowell have acquired southern 
accents since their visit to the 
Kentucky Derby . . . Mary Alice 
Pharo and Pat Voett were among 
the Jack and Jill Club members 
who t~k a moonlight h i k e 
through Devou Park. 
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EVE. COLLEGE PEEK I 
Thursday, May 12-Choral Club, 
First Floor Lounre, Men-
7:30 p.m., Glrls-8:20 p.m. 
Economics Club meetinr 
SPEAK OF THE WEEK I 
Choral Concert 
Features Gershwin 
The highlight of the Choral 
Club's season will be the annual 
Sunday, May 15-Booster Club 
meeting, E v e n i n g College, 
3:00 p.m. 
Choral Club practice, South 
Hall, Evanston Campus, 2:30 
p.m. 
Wednesday, May 18--First Year 
Club· meetinr, Evening Col-
lege, 8 p.m. 
Spring Concert to be given under -------------
the direction of Miss Helen Gough. 
It will be held at South Hall on 
the Evanston Campus, Sunday, 
May 22 at 8:15 p.m. 
The program includes repre-
sentative works of Tchaikovsky, 
Gershwin and Firestone; as well 
as some selections of light opera, 
a group of religious and folk 
songs. 
Mill Mildred Holtz and Arthur 
Volek, members of the club, will 
be featured as soloists. Also to be 
offered will be a number of ar-
rangements sung by the male 
quartette. 
· Tickets of admission will be 50 
cents. They may be obtained from 
the office or members of the club. 
Evanston Campus students as 
well as evening college members 




The Boosters Club will hold 
their final meeting of the school 
year 'on Sunday, May 15 at the 
Evening College, according to 
Walt Behler, club president. Fin-
al plans will be completed for the 
summer activities of ·the club, 
which. will include the followfog: 
a picnic in June; a dinner dance 
in July; ·and a swimming party 
in August. All club members are 
urged to attend the meeting to 
lend their assistance in planning 
these events. 
Farewell Dance 
Set June 3rd; 
4th Floor Is Scene 
A "Farewell" dance will be 
held on the fourth floor of the 
Evening College Friday, June 3, 
from 8 p.m. to 12 o'clock mid-
night, according to Harold Grome, 
chairman of the affair. The dance, 
sponsored by the Boosters Club, 
will be the last social event of 
the school year. All Evening Col-
lege students and their friends 
are invited. An orchestra will be 
on hand for dapcing. A surprise 
floor show will highlight the eve-
ning. Admission is 50 cents with 
refreshments included. 
FYC'ers To Plan 
Summer Activities 
Members of the First Year 
Club· will meet next Wednesday to 
plan their summer activities. This 
will be the last official meeting 
of the club before the beginning 
of summer vacation. 
During the past school year the 
club held several social events 
including dances, skating, bowl-
ing, hay rides, and house parties. 
Those persons heading the First 
Year Club have been: Joe Kirst, 
Rosemary Dooley, John Knockel-
man, Jim Appiorius, Don and 
James Esper. 
This opinionnaire is presented for the purpose of determining 
the feeling of students in various questions of interest to Evening 
College students. Students not interviewed directly are invited to 
submit their views on any question by letters which may be placed 
in the News mailbox in the Evening College office. 
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RECREATION? 
Mike Murphy, sen-
ior: "It's rather hard 
to pin down one fav-
orite type of recre-
ation. I think it de-
pends on the place 
and the circumi;tan-
ces. F o r example, 
sometimes a hot game 
of pinochle or bridge 
is tops. And then, 
what about an eve-
ning o u t drinking 
beer with my friends. 
Chess has its points, 
too. So, I'd say my 
favorite recreation is 
the one that gives 
me the most enjoy-
ment at a particular 
time." 
Jim Jones, second 
ye a r. student: "I'd 
say sports appeal to 
me-both in partici-
pation and watching. 
I guess baseball is 
first with football 
running a close sec-
ond, and the horses 
coming in for show 
money. And if drink-
ing beer is considered 
a form of recreation, 
I'd put it fourth. 
Pinochle usually goes 
with the beer, but I 
don't gamble at it. 
Oh, a little penny 
ante is O.K., but any-
thing steeper than 
that is too risky." 
Vincent Bremman, 
second year student: 
"My ·favorite recre-
ation is playing table 
tennis. I do enjoy 
the game and I find 
it aids my coordina-
tion. Since the time 
I acquired my table, 
I have made new 
friends and h a v e 
been able to under-
stand old ones better. 
A lot of people think 
there isn't enough 
ac.tion in ping pong, 
but once they play 
for a while, they 
realize h o w much 
action there really 
is." 
.c#ir#ir#ir¥1r¥1@r#ir#i@@@r¥1r#ir#ir¥1@1. 
'" Too Important To Forget -
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street AV. 6480 
For Smoothness • Styling~$ /1taaJd1 "Forever And Ever" 
-A NIW DICCA DISC 
IT~ CAMELS 
FOR ME, PAT-
FOA. TASTE AND 
MILDNESS! 
THE 30•0AY 
MILDNESS TEST WON 
ME OVER, RUSS. 
CAMELS ARE SO MILD! 
Styled in the Mor-
In a recent coast-to-coast test of hun-
dreds of men and women who smoked 
Camels, and only Camels, for 30 days, noted 
throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported 
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE 
OF THROAT IRRITATION 
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Xavier Forum Speaker George E. Sokolsky 
Tells Writer Of Value Of Liberal Arts Degree Please - may I make 
"'Suggestion! Lecturer Spurns Rush 
Of Present Day· Scholars 
By Jim O'Brien 
The question seemed to be 
broad enough to get the inter-
viewee talking but yet specific 
enough to be discussed every day 
at Xavier. "What do you think, 
sir, the future holds in store for 
the liberal arts graduate of to-
day?" 
This interrogation was directed 
at George E. Sokolsky, syndicated 
columnist, before his appearance 
on the Xavier Forum last Thurs-
day (May 5) at the Cox theatre. 
The chubby lecturer sat com-
posedly with pipe in mouth for 
a few minutes, thinking this out. 
No Problem Today 
"I don't see that here is any 
special problem today", he soon 
commented, "for the only edu-
cated men are those who studied 
the humanities. Even in these 
days when the stress is on tech-
nical science, most of the leading 
men of industry have a liberal 
arts degree". 
To prove his point Mr. Sokolsky 
Hogan Gives Up 
Gavel At NFCCS 
Annual C.qngress 
(Continued from Page 1) 
of Dayton was elected Second 
Vive-President. His job will in-
clude personally assisting the na-· 
tional President and in keeping 
close tabs on the workings of the 
various national comm1ss1ons. 
For the past year he has been 
the leader of the Catholic Action 
Commission and active in the af-
fairs of the Cincinnati region. 
Results from the student relief 
campaign, at the time of the 
opening of the Congress, totaled 
$155,000 but more was expected 
before the close of the school 
year. This falls far short of the 
$500,000 goal. 
Interest Lacking 
The national committee on 
Student Relief stated that less 
interest had been shown in the 
project this year than had been 
evidenced last year, and that the 
money supply in the nation con-
stricted noticeably during the 
past nine months. This had a bad 
effect on all fund raising cam-
paigns in general, the Student 
Relief drive being no exception. 
A limited Relief drive will be 
carried out next year with 
$80,000 as a maximum goal. Ef-
forts will be directed toward aid-
ing European students in obtain-
ing text-books and adequate 
clothing. 
The drive on Xavier's campus 
netted approximately $400 this 
year in comparsion to over $1,300 
last year. 
Cardinal Stritch Speaker 
The Cincinnati region was rep-
resented by one of the largest 
delegations at the Congress, some 
50 delegates attending from the 
Queen City and vicinity. Our 
Lady of Cincinnati college sent 
10 and Mt. St. Joseph, nine. 
A special solemn high Mass 
was celebrated at Holy Name 
cathedral for those attending the 
convention on first Friday morn-
ing, M'ay 6. Cardinal Stritch de-
livered the sermon. He encourag-
ed all college students to work 
diligently for Catholic Action in 
their respective home towns. 
The Congress gave special con-
sideration to the problems of 
Federal aid to education, racial 
discrimination, displaced persons 
in Europe, and Catholic student 
apathy to w a rd s cooperating 
Church sponsored activities of a 
national and international level. 
cited Einstein, Oppenheimer (of 
atomic research), and the Comp-
ton brothers as outstanding ex-
amples. He went on to comment 
that a complete education nor-
mallY. requires 11 years and can't 
be dC:ne well in less. 
"What's The Hurry?" 
terribly much, don't we? But 
what we know is unimportant; 
what we don't know is the thing 
-and that is how to live .. , One 
half of the world is gone to the 
supreme state. Shall we go too? 
Shall we have a cringing peace 
or constant struggle for freedom 
... If it is security we want we 
can find that in Soviet Russia for 
everyone must have a job there 
... We must send the world a 
belief in the fundamentals of our 
civilization, but we ourselves 
must believe in the individual, we 
The Purple Cow is the place to meet 
When Xavier men want to treat 
' 
Each other or _their girl friend fair 
To food fit for a millionaire. 
THE PURPLE COW 
Fountain Square Hotel Cincinnati, Ohio 
When your reporter remarked 
that many of the college vets 
find it impossible to receive a 
complete education .because of 
years spent in the service, Mr. 
Sokolsky countered, "So what; 
what's the hurry? People today 
seem to forget that they have 
their whole life to do things. It 
is not where a fellow is at 25 or 
26 that counts, but where he is 
at 40". 
~~x-x~x-x-x=x-x~x=x-x x=x 
must forgo state comforts and .;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
securities and stop this accent on 
dollars." 
The main theme of Mr. So- • 
kolosky's lecture was individual • 
rights vs. state 'control. The fol- • 
lowing are a few choice quota- • 
tions from his talk: 
Socialistic Century 
"We have come into a dark • 
century because we have come 
into a socialistic century. The • 
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TOPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO- ··1 
11When you smoke CHESTERFIELD 
you get a Milder, cooler smoke. 
That's why it's My Cigarette/1 
~.?.~ 
11BRIDE OF' VENGEANCE" 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
